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Introduction – Rick Pozniak

• Canadian Electrical Industry lifer with 
experience in the Sonepar and Rexel 
organizations

• Experience in Sales, Marketing, Industrial 
Automation, Business Development and 
Ecommerce

• Recently graduated from University of 
British Columbia’s Digital Leadership 
program

• EFC experience on Research and Supply 
Chain committees



Introduction – Rick Pozniak



Current State and Challenges of Transactions in our Industry

• Our current ordering paths – still a 
reliance on the keyboard

• Cost of human processing – failing to 
consider the costs  

• Stock vs Custom – make products as 
easy to automate as possible 

• Need for metrics - organization and 
industry

• Preparation for the increasing 
demands of our customers



Walmart Supply Chain

• Recognized globally for their gold standard Supply Chain Management
• The #1 criteria/requirement listed in the Walmart Supplier Guidebook is “You must be EDI 

capable”
• Expected from all suppliers - global, national and regional
• EDI documents expected from Suppliers

• 810 Invoice
• 812 Claim
• 816 Address Listing
• 820 Remittance
• 850 Purchase Order
• 864 Text Message [ for invoice errors ]
• 997 Acknowledgement



Digital Options for Supply Chain Data Transfer

• It’s hard to imagine an effective supply chain management 
solution that doesn’t rely on EDI and/or API’s

• Both allow you to quickly and securely exchange data from 
system to system, which is a huge part of the supply chain 
management process

• So which should we try to run with for transactional 
automation in our industry? 



EDI or API ? EDI API’s



What needs to change in our industry to make this happen?

• Manufacturers currently engaging in EDI transactions with distributors –
Switch from “Nice to have” to “Must”

• Manufacturers currently not engaging in any EDI transactions must begin 
allocating resources and planning for transitioning to incoming EDI orders and 
invoices, consider interim solutions like EDI conversion platforms

• Distributors not doing EDI start with one pilot with and “experienced 
manufacturer” currently transacting via EDI

• Distributor currently doing EDI need to expand suppliers and transaction sets
• Promote a cost calculator for transactional automation
• Measure your orders transmittal via channel % (manual vs automated)
• Must develop change accelerators



Accelerating Change

vs

Incentives Penalties

vs

Fear



The Future is Now

• We must collectively set an aggressive target and timeline for 
the industry to move down this path

• Need to automate the transactions for the “low-hanging fruit” 
– warehouse/stock business that is comprised of set part 
numbers and pricing

• A big onus on our manufacturers to make this happen



Maintaining Your Competitive Advantage



Panel Discussion

James Wakelim
Ideal Supply 

Mark Djerrahian
ABB

David Brady
WESCO

Dexter Chin-Yee 
CGI Consulting
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